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CONNECTION AND OUTPUT SIGNALS













    

    

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



































 


























































  

9000 rpm

-30˚...+100˚ C

-40˚...+100˚ C

- Through hollow shaft 14mm with reduction hubs in aluminium of 6,8,10 and 12mm

We reserve the right to modify technical features in the interest of technological advance.
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CC1580 Series

INCREMENTAL ENCODER

1.5 N cm

Housing

CARLEN sensors 

560g
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1024,2048.4096....

CC1580

8,10,12,14mm
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 With Radial CABLE - With M23 CONNECTOR

 

Screw M3 for tightening
of the clamping ring
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Termination cable
eight conductors
std 1 meter lenght
UL approved

ØD: According to request customer, 
Ø 6.8.10.12.12.7.14 already exist.
Lenght of centering is 20mm

Screw M3 for tightening
of the clamping ring
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M23 receptacle
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3 = Driver 5Vdc RS422  (TTL)

5 = Push-Pull 5-30Vdc  (HTL)
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